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MRL Installation Procedure

5HP pump = 4 buckets

3hp pump  = 3 buckets



Attach the bottom 
bracket to the rail 
using the rail clips 
Ensure the bracket is 
level. The bracket may 
be placed above a 
splice plate or rail 
bracket
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Put the donuts on the shelf



Open the electrical box 
and remove the 

fasteners holding the 
box to the ply wood. 
Set the box on top of 

the pump, do not 
damage wiring

Remove the fasteners 
holding the plywood to 

the pump.
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Tilt the pump forward and remove the board



Screw the electrical 
box to the rail wall.

Rail Wall
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Attach the top mounting 
bracket to the MRL. Ensure 
there is a blue damper 
between the MRL lid and the 
mounting bracket.

Then fasten the top mounting 
bracket to the rail.

Blue donuts
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The manual lower is made up of 
the following components:

Cable

Cable Housing

Copper Sleeve

Threaded BarrelHousing Tip

Cable Bracket

Spring

Manual Lower
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Attach a threaded barrel in the 
locations shown. Make sure 

the large end is facing 
outwards. The spring will sit 
around the small ends of the 

cable barrels.

Place a spring in between the 
two cable barrels and push the 
cable through. Ensure the end 

of the cable has a copper 
sleeve  on the end. 

Copper 
Sleeve

Cable 
Barrel

Spring

Attaching Manual Lower to the Pump
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Copper 
Sleeve

Threaded Barrel
(Large end)

Spring

Attaching Manual Lower to the Pump

Attach a threaded barrel in the 
shown locations. Make sure the 
large end is facing outwards. 
The spring will sit around the 

small ends of the cable 
barrels.

Place a spring in between the 
two cable barrels and push the 
cable through. Ensure the end 

of the cable has a copper 
sleeve  on the end. 

The first step is to attach your 
wire to the pump:
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Every job will require a different manual lower arrangement. You will need to 
route the cable to fit your job. Ensure you follow these rules:  

Any time your cable route has a bend, at the start and the end of your bend you 
must use a threaded barrel, a cable bracket, and use cable housing in between the 

brackets. Ensure there is a housing tip at the start and end of the cable housing.  

You only need to use the cable housing when there is a bend in your route. When 
the cable has straight routes do not use the housing. 

Manual Lower General Rules
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Cable 
Tab Cable Barrel 

(large end)Housing 
Tip

Cable 
Housing

Cable 
(No Housing)

-Using wood screws attach the two cable brackets to the wall creating 
the route you wish to have for your cable. A 7” long piece of housing 
should be enough for 90° turns therefore place your cable taps an 

appropriate distance apart from each other.

-Insert cable barrels in both tabs, ensure the large end faces the 
direction the cable housing will start and end.

-Put your cable through the barrel. (Note there are notches cut out in the 
barrel and tab so you can slide the cable in)

-Cut the cable housing to appropriate length. Run the cable through the 
cable housing  into the cable barrel. Ensure you place a cable tip at the 
start and end of the housing. 

7”
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-In order to minimize friction, ensure the wire (with housing) starts and 
ends straight out from the cable barrel.
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Do not route the cable around corners without a housing.



Manual Lower Gang Box Installation

Threaded 
Barrel

Cable 
bracket

Cable 
Housing

Housing 
Tip 

-Cut a hole in the desired location for your gang box 

(the gang box must be attached to a 2x4 framing or 

other suitably stiff object)

-The cable bracket should be attached to the top of the 

gang box using self tapping screws.

-Place a threaded barrel in the cable bracket with the 

big end facing out as shown

-Run the wire into the threaded barrel
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-Once the wire is in the gang box, put the wire into the copper 
sleeve, into the ring, and loop it back through the copper 
sleeve.

-Pull the wire through the copper sleeve minimizing the 
distance between the sleeve and the cable barrel as well as 
the distance between the ring and the copper sleeve. (You 
don’t want any slack in your manual lower wire)  Do not pull 
the cable too tight that it opens the manual lowering valve.

-Crimp the copper sleeve

-Test the manual lowering 

-Cut the extra wire as close as possible to the copper sleeve

Ring

Crimp 
Sleeve

Threaded 
Barrel

Cut here
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Crimp the sleeve 1/4” away from the threaded barrel

¼”



-Fasten the face plate to the gang box using tamper 
proof fasteners
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Put the 2 security bits in a bag in the controller
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Face 
plate

Sample Manual Lower Route
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Gang box

2x4



Second Ball Valve

A second ball valve must be 
installed into the hydraulic line. 
This second ball valve must be 

accessible from a landing 
entrance.
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Controller Location

There can be a maximum of 55 ft of wire 
between pump and controller.  The 

location and wire route is unique for every 
job and the location of the controller will 

be limited by the length of the wire. 

Controller

MRL

Max 55 ft of wire between pump 
and controller
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6’

Wall

Sample Controller Position 
Measurement Guide

-Limit of 55’ of wire between pump and controller

-Measurements below are for illustration only, 
controller location will differ for each job

-Controller elevation (floor) and wall distance to 
hoistway is required before job can be approved

Wall

2nd Floor

4’

5’

7’

1’

1’ Controller
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MRL lifting point limitations

The tabs on the MRL lid are intended for installing and removing the motor 
and pump assembly into the tank only.

Do not use these tabs to lift the tank if it is full of oil.
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Sample Manual Lower Route

-
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Filling the tank:

A funnel is needed to fill the tank, the lid cannot be moved 
over to pour oil directly into the tank

5hp pump =4 buckets of oil (20ga)

3hp pump = 3 buckets of oil (15 ga)

More oil may be required after bleeding the system. Add oil 
when the cylinder is fully collapsed to ensure the tank does 
not over flow.


